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ABSTRACT
We establish the computational complexity of the problem of minimizing makespan in a flowshop,
where each jobs requires a pallet the entire time, from the start of its first operation until the
completion of the last operation. We prove that the problem is NP-hard in the strong sense for
m > 2 and K > 3, and for m > 3 and K > 2, where m is the number of machines and K is
the number of pallets in the system.
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RESUME
Nous regions ici le statut de la complexite algorithmique du probleme de la duree minimum
(makespan) d'execution des taches dans un atelier de type ligne de transfert (flow-shop) lorsque
chaque piece mobilise une palette pendant toute la duree de son traitement dans l'atelier. Nous
montrons que ce probleme est NP-difRcile au sens fort pour m machines et K palettes, pour
TO > 2 et /\' > 3 , ainsi que pour m > 3 et A' > 2.
1. INTRODUCTION
Pallets are essential components in automated or flexible manufacturing environments, where
they serve as interfaces between machines and work pieces. Work pieces are fixed on the pallets
when they enter the system, and the pallets are transported by some type of material handling
system to machine centers where the work pieces remain mounted on to the pallets while being
processed. Usually, pallets wait in a storage area or pallet pool located near the machine, and
are loaded into the machine by means of an automatic pallet changer (APC). There are two
basic arrangements in which pallets are stored and loaded. In the first case, pallets from the
pool are loaded into the machine in an arbitrary order; this is often done by a rotary indexing
table. In the other case, pallets wait in a linear row and are fed into the machine in the same
order as they are waiting (Viswanadham and Narahari, 1992). Figure 1 illustrates a system
containing two machines and K pallets.
Note that if we see the pallet handling, the mounting and dismounting of work pieces on
to and from pallets, and the actual processing as a chain of operations that each job needs to
undergo, then a flexible manufacturing system with pallet requirements can be modeled as a
classical flowshop, or a variant of it, with pallet requirements.
For a manufacturing system with pallet requirements, there are two main planning problems
involved: the design problem and the scheduling problem. The design problem concerns the
number of pallets needed to configure the system. Paflets are expensive equipment, and a trade-
off has to be made between the number of pallets and the performance of the system. Especially
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interesting and worth investigating is the marginal gain of an additional pallet in terms of a
specified criterion. The scheduling problem concerns finding the best schedule for processing a
given set of jobs, given the system's configuration and the performance criterion.
Pallets are scarce renewable resources, and there is a lot of literature on machine scheduling
problems with additional scarce renewable discrete resources. The few available polynomial al-
gorithms and complexity results mainly eoneern single-operation models, like single and parallel
machine problems. As could be expected, even simple models are already intractable; see for
instance Blazewicz et al. (1983, 1993, Chapter 7). The bulk of literature in this area mainly
concerns parallel machine and jobshop problems with tools and operators; such resources are
needed only to perform the operations. In contrast, we study a type of problem where each
job needs an additional resource the entire time, from the start of its first operation till the
completion of the last operation.
= n
#Pallets = K
.@
Figure 1: Illustration of a manufacturing cell with the pallet requirement.
More speeifieally, we study the problem of minimizing makespan in a classical fiowshop with
pallet requirements. In this paper, we are concerned with the computational complexity of the
makespan problem for various values of m and K. This paper supplements our companion paper
on the flowshop problem with pallet requirements (Wang, Sethi, Sriskandarajah, and Van de
Velde, 1995) that focuses mainly on the impact of the number of pallets on makespan.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the problem and point out the
relationship between the fiowshop problem with pallet requirements and the fiowshop problem
with buffer restrictions and discuss some well-solvable cases. In Section 3, we prove that the
makespan problem is NP-hard in the strong sense for m > 2 and /^ > 3, and for m > 3 and
K > 2, where m is the number of machines and K is the number of pallets in the system.
Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. P R O B L E M D E S C R I P T I O N
We consider the following problem. There are m machines Mi,..., Mm available from time
zero onwards for processing a set J of n independent jobs Ji,...,Jn. Each job Jj consists
of a chain of m operations Oji,..., Ojm, which imply that operation Ojk can start only if its
predecessor operation Oj^k-i has been completed (j = 1,... ,n, k =: 2,... ,m). Operation Ojjc
requires uninterrupted processing on machine Mk during a nonnegative time pjf.. Each machine
is available from time zero onwards only and can process no more than one operation at a time.
A job can be seheduled on the first machine only if a pallet is available; and once the job is
started, the pallet will stay with the job until its last operation is eompleted. The pallet will then
become available for the next job. Depending on the way the pallets are stored and transported.
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pallets may or may not pass each other in the system. In the case of no-passing, the pallet has
to go through each machine even if the job it carries has zero processing time on some machine.
Moreover, the number of pallets in the shop at any given time is limited by a positive integer K.
K schedule specifies a set of completion times Gjk, "^jjk, such that the above conditions,
including that no more than K pallets are used at any point in time, are met. The length of a
schedule, denoted by Cmax, referred to as the makespan, is determined as Gmax = niaxi<j<n Gjm-
in the two-machine case, we let aj and bj denote the processing times of Jj on machines Mi
and M2, respectively, use TJ = (aj, bj), and refer to the operations on Mi and M2 as a-operations
and b-operations, respectively. Following the nomenclature for scheduling problems introduced
in Graham et al. (1979), we refer to this problem as i^m|7ir-palIets|Cmax-
Obviously, the problem is solvable by the Johnson algorithm if A' > n (Johnson, 1954), since
the pallet requirements are then not restrictive. In our companion paper (Wang et al), we have
estBiblished the strong connection between the A'-pallet problem and the p-buffer problem, where
p = (p i j . . . ,pm-i). The p-buffer problem, designated as Fra|p-buffer|Cmax for m > 2, is aflow-
shop problem with buffers of total size p = J2T=i Pk with pk being the size of the buffer between
Mi; and Mk+i- The problem F2|A'-pallets|(7max is equivalent to i^2|(A' - 2)-buffer|Cmax, K > 2,
and a feasible solution to FTO| p-buffer | Cm ax is also a feasible solution to Fm|A'-pallets|Cmax with
K = p + m, but not vice versa. Accordingly, since the no-wait flowshop problem is equivalent to
the two-machine no-buffer problem, we can solve the i^2|2-pallets|Cmax problem in 0 ( n log n)
time by a variant of the Gilmore-Gomory algorithm (Gilmore and Gomory, 1964).
3. THE COMPLEXITY
Here we show that the ^FmlA'-palletslCmax problem is NP-hard. We shall first prove the NP-
hardness for two machines and A > 3 pallets in Section 3.1 and for three machines and A' > 2
pallets in Section 3.2 with passing allowed. Then we discuss the case when passing is not allowed
in Section 3.3.
3.1 F2\K-
Papadimitriou and Kanellakis (1980) prove that the two-machine p-buffer problem is NP-hard
in the strong sense for p > 1, which implies that the F2|A'-pallets|Cjnax problem is NP-hard in
the strong sense for A' > 3. We present a direct proof here.
Consider the following problem which is known to be NP-complete in the strong sense (Garey
and Johnson, 1979, p. 224).
Numerical Matching With Target Sums (NMWTS)
Let Y and Z be disjoint sets each containing t elements and s{a) denotes a positive integer for
a £Y U Z. Let X — {xi,..., x^) be a vector of positive integers.
Can Y U Z he partitioned into t disjoint subsets {Ai,... ,^<) each containing exactly one
element from Y and one from Z such that Xj = '^^^A *(")' i = 1, ••-,*?
In the following theorem, F2|A'-pallets|Cmax is shown to be NP-hard by a direct reduction
from NMWTS.
Theorem 1 The problem E2\K-pallets\GmB,K with K > 3 is NP-Aar(/ in the strong sense.
Proof
We first establish the result for A' = 3.
Consider any instance / of NMWTS. For ease of exposition, we use two vectors ( j / i , . . . , j/t)
and ( ^ 1 , . . . , z-i) to represent the sizes of elements in Y and Z, respectively, and without loss of
complexity we may assume that Yl]=i ^j = I] i=i(% + ^j)- Construct the following instance of
F2|3-pallets|Cmax with n = 3t 4- 2 jobs contained in the four job sets defined below:
• A set P = { J i , . . . , J J of t "pacesetting" jobs with TJ = {3L 4- Xj,2), for j = 1 , . . . ,t;
recall that TJ is a vector of processing times for Jj.
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• A set Ml = {Jt+i,...,J2t} of t "match ing" jobs wi th TJ = (1,21 + yj_-t), for j =
• A n o t h e r set M2 = {Jit+i, •.. Jzt) of t "match ing" jobs wi th r,- = {l,L + z,-_2t) for
j = 2t + l,...,3t.
• A set consisting of two jobs, namely, a "heading" job J3t+i with T3t+i = (0,2), and a
"taihng" job J3t+2 with T3t+2 = (2,0).
Question. Is there a schedule with Cmax <G = 2(t + l) + 3tL + Yl^-^i ^j?
We prove that the answer to this question is 'yes' if and only if / is a 'yes' instance.
1 1
2
3L +^1
• ! •
3L + X2
2 2t + 5,2 jl, + ^3
1 1
2
3L+i i 1 2
2 i + yi t + J ^ i j 2
Figure 2: The Gantt Chart illustrating the NP-hardness proof for F2|3-pallets|Cmax-
First assume that there is a matching in I. Let us then relabel the elements of Y and Z
vectors so that Xj = yj + Zj, j = 1,2,... ,t. It is now possible to obtain a schedule as shown in
Figure 2, which has a makespan of C. Note that the first operation of the heading job and the
second operation of the tailing job are shown as 'small' operations (actually of zero lengths) for
convenience.
It remains to show the converse. We shall prove that if I is a 'no' instance, then every
feasible schedule has a length strictly greater than C. In view of the assumption that J2,_i Xj =
Si= i (y i + •^ i) ^^'^ °f ^^^ definition of the four job sets, C is exactly the sum of the operations
on Ml as well as those on M2. So it is sufficient to show that there must be idle time on Mi
or M2. Consider any feasible schedule a. We observe that isT = 3 implies that the shop admits
at most three jobs at a time, or that during the time a job is processed on one machine, the
other machine can process at most two jobs. In fact, we can establish that, during the time
a job Jj £ V is processed ou machine Mi, machine M2 must be processing a job Jj £ M.i
and a job Jj £ ^A2 one after another; otherwise, idle time will be incurred on M2. This is
true beeause L ^ max{2, J ^ - j xy}, and there are exaetly t jobs in Adi and t jobs in A^2-
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that {Oji,Ot.^-j,2,O2t+j,2};J = 1,2, . . . ,<, are
processed together. Now if the answer to the NMWTS question is 'no', then there must be a j
such that Xj > 1/2,t+j + Z2,2t+j beeause 5Zi=:i ^j ~ Y^j=\iyi + •^i)' whieh implies an idle time on
M2. Since cr is arbitrary, the result is established.
It is then a straightforward generalization to prove the theorem for K > 3. The reduetion
proeeeds from a A'-dimensional NMWTS in whieh we are given sets Yi , . . . , YK-I-, each eontaining
i elements with size s{a),a £ U^* ^^^ * vector of positive integers X = {xi,... ,xt). The
question is whether \_jYk can be partitioned into t disjoint subsets Ai,... ,At, each containing
exactly one element from Yk,k = 1,2,... ,K -1 such that Xj = Yla^Aj «(«)• ^^ instance of this
problem reduees to the following instance of F2|A'-panets|Cmax with n — Ki -{• 1 jobs:
A s e t 7? = { J o , = / i , - . - , J t } wi th To = (0, A ' - l ) , TJ = {KL + Xj,K-~l) fox j = 1,... ,t-l,
and Tt = {KL + Xi,O), where L >
AsetM = {Jt+i,---,J2t,J2t+i,---} j { j
l)t, fc = 1 , . . . , A' - 1, where yj-it is the size of the (j - fct)-th element of
C is t aken to be (A' - l)t + KtL -1- Th i s comple tes the proof.
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3.2
We prove in this section that the pallet problem with three machines is NP-hard. We first
consider the general case, which can be shown to be NP-hard in the strong sense, and then we
impose the no-passing restriction and show that the problem is NP-hard. The proof for the
former is by a reduction from 3-PARTITION (Garey and Johnson, 1979).
3-Partition
Given an integer B and a multiset A = {ai, . . . , a3t} of 3f positive integers with S/4 < Oj < B/2,
i — I,... ,Zt, and with Yli=i "« — ^^' ®^ there a partition of A into / mutually disjoint subsets
Al,... ,At such tha,t for each k — 1,... ,t.
\Ak\ = 3 and a - B?
Ml
M2
Ms
35
25 35
35
35
25 35
35
35
25 35
35
35
25 35
35
Figure 3: The Gantt Chart illustrating the l\IP-hardness proof for F3|2-pallets|Cmax-
Theorem 2 The problem F3|A-palletslCinax '* ^P-hard in the strong sense.
Proof.
Consider any instance I of 3-PARTITION. We construct first an instance of the flowshop problem
with K = 2 pjiUets and n = 5t jobs contained in the three job sets as follows:
• AsetS={Ji,...,Jt}oit "pacesetting" jobs with TJ - (35,35,0), for j = 1, . . . , t;
• Asetn = {Jt+i,...,J2t} oft "pallet-holding" jobs with TJ = (0,25,35), for j =i +
• A set -P = {J2t+i,---,J5t} of 3^  "partition" jobs with r,- ~ (0,aj_2«,0), for j ~ 2t-\-
Question. Is there a schedule with < C = QtB?
We prove that the answer to this question is 'yes' if and only if / is a 'yes' instance. Clearly,
if the answer to / is 'yes', the partition jobs can be placed in the empty time slots on M2 as
shown in Figure 3, and we obtain a schedule with Cmax = C.
Now let a be any schedule with length C^ax = C. Such a schedule requires that there is no
idle time on M2, since the total processing time on M2 is exactly C. First we observe that the
pacesetting and the pallet-holding jobs have to be 'glued' together as depicted in Figure 3, that
is, the pacesetting and the pallet-holding jobs have to be processed in the same time interval
on M2 and on M3, and the pallet-holding job must start on M2 exactly 5 time units after the
pace setting job starts on Mi. Otherwise, there would be a time gap on M2 during which no
job could be processed, since no pallet would be available.
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Furthermore, we see that the next job can only be scheduled when the two glued jobs both
finish. As a result, the schedule is divided into blocks of width 6B. In each block, M2 is left
with a time slot of exactly B time units, and the partition jobs can only be processed in these
slots. Due to the constraint 5/4 < a, < B/2, each slot can hold at most three partition jobs.
Thus cr defines a 3-partition for / .
For A' > 2, I simply reduces to the following instance of F3|'A'-pallets|Cmax with n - 4t-\-1
jobs:
• A set P = {J i , . . . , J3i} of M "partition" jobs with r,- = (0, a ,^ 0), for i = 1, . . . , 3t]
• A set S = {JstH-i,--, J4<+i} of t + 1 "pacesetting" jobs with TJ = {3B,2B,3B), for
j = 3t+l,...,4t-l,T4t = (0,2B,35), and nt+i = (35,25,0).
Set G ~ 3tB -f 25 to complete the proof. •
Remark
The makespan problems of three-machine fiowshops and of three-machine, no-wait fiowshops
(without the pallet requirement) are both known to be NP-hard in the strong sense. However,
the result of Theorem 2 cannot be inferred immediately. This is because when there are only two
pallets, one of the three machines has to be idle at any given time, since a job can be scheduled
only when a pallet is available. Therefore, the problem can be also viewed as one of processing
jobs on two parallel pallets in three stages, with each stage requiring a unique machine. This
perspective may prompt one to conjecture that the complexity of the problem is closer to that
of the two-machine parallel jobshop problem, which is known to be NP-hard in the ordinary
sense. While Theorem 2 confirms that the fiowshop problem with the pallet requirement is as
hard as that without the pallet requirement, our next theorem, proved by a reduction from
2-PARTITION, seems to suggest an NP-hardness in the ordinary sense when pallet passing is not
allowed.
3.3 E3\2-paUets, n
In proving Theorems 1 and 2, we have implicitly assumed that when a pallet is idle, it is
immediately available. This is not the case, however, in situations where pallets cannot pass
each other during the time of a schedule. For example, pallets may be moved on a rail or
a conveyor. Thus a pallet may not be available, even if the job placed on it has completed
processing, because the pallet is not allowed to pass other pallets. Even if pallets can move
around freely, no-passing schedules are still desirable because they are easier to control on the
shop fioor. An optimal schedule without the no-passing constraint may make it difficult to keep
track of jobs. Therefore, no-passing is frequently imposed on schedules. The instance used in
the proof for Theorem 1 is a no-passing schedule, so Theorem 1 still holds. But Theorem 2 will
not hold because the partition jobs can no longer be scheduled into the empty time slots on M2.
In the following theorem, we give a reduction from 2-PARTITION to prove the NP-hardness
of the problem with ro > 3, A' = 2 and no-passing. In proving the following theorem, we look
at the problem from the pallet's viewpoint. Figure 4 shows an example of a schedule looking
both (a) from the pallet's viewpoint, and (b) from the machine's viewpoint. Glearly, the two
perspectives are equivalent.
T h e o r e m 3 The problem of minimizing the makespan with m > 3,K = 2 and no-passing is
NP-hard.
Proof. The reduction proceeds from 2-PARTITION, which is NP-complete in the ordinary sense
(Garey and Johnson, 1979).
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2-PARTITION
Given a multiset A =
and
. •, a2t} of 2t integers, does .4 include a subset Ai such that \Ai | = t
For any instance / of 2-PARTITION, construct an instance of the decision variant of
jF'3|2-pallets|C'max with n = 2t + 2 jobs as follows:
• ase t of 2t "partition" jobs {Jj,j = 1,2,. . . ,2t} with TJ = {2B,2B,2B + Oj);
• a "heading" job Jt+i with rt.^.l = {e,2B,B), where 0 < e < 5 ; and
• a "tailing" job Jt+2 with Tt+2 - {2B,B,e).
Question. Is there a schedule with < C = (6i -|- 4)5 -|- 2e?
If / is a 'yes' instance, then without any loss of generality we may assume that ^ i = {1, 3 , . . . , 2t—
1}, and load the jobs onto the two pallets contiguously as depicted in Figure 4. Since job Ji
lags behind J2 exactly ZB time units, leads J4 more than 3i? time units, and J^jg^^ oij = B,
no two jobs will share the same machine, which also implies that no job will 'catch up' and pass
another. That is, the schedule is feasible and Cmax = C.
Pi
P2
2B
O 1 2
B O n
022 !
r
O 3 2
; 031
Ol4 1 O24 1 O 3 4
-3 | 03,21-3
Ol,2t I B 1 2B
(a)
O 1 2
O2,21+l
O n
O 2 2
03,5 1+1
On
O 2 1
O 3 2
O 2 4
O31 O34
Ol,2t.-3 Ol,2t i+2
O3,2(-l
Figure 4: The Gantt Chart illustrating the proof of NP-hardness of A' = 3,m = 2 with no-passing
(a) from the pallet's viewpoint and (6) from the machine's viewpoint.
Conversely, if there is a schedule with
same structure as that in Figure 4.
= C, we argue that the schedule must have the
1. The heading job must be loaded first. Otherwise, if any other job is loaded first, one pallet
will be idle for at least 2B time units, which is not allowed since the total processing time
required is just 2C — 2e, and any idle time greater than 2e would extend the makespan
beyond C.
2. Similarly, the tailing job must be loaded last.
3. There are exactly t -\- 1 jobs loaded on each pallet, and the heading and the tailing jobs
are loaded on different pallets. To see the first point, note that the minimum makespan of
any t jobs is no greater than 6tB -\-2B <C and the minimum makespan of any t-\-2 jobs
is no less than 6tB + 6B > C.
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A' = l
K = 2
(no-passing)
A' = 3
A > 4
m = 1
trivial
trivial
trivial
trivial
trivial
m-2
trivial
0{n log n)
0{n log n)
NPHS
NPHS
m-i
trivial
NPHS
NPH
NPHS
NPHS
?n > 4
trivial
NPHS
NPH
NPHS
NPHS
Note. NPHS: NP-hard in the strong sense; NPH: NP-hard.
Table 1: Complexity of
the partition jobs are scheduled as in Figure 4, except that they may be permuted. Then
the two pallets represent the two partitions desired.
For the general Fm|2-pallets|Cmax, we simply construct an instance with n = 2i + 2 jobs
{ J i , . . . , J2«+2} and the following processing times:
Tj = ( 2 5 , . . . , 25 ,25-Fa, - ) , j=l,...,2t,
rst+i = (e, 2 5 , . . . , 2 5 , 5 ) ,
and
T2i+2 = {B, 2 5 , . . . , 2 5 , e ) .
G is taken to be {2mt -|- 2m — 2)5 -|- 2£ and the theorem follows. •
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have established the complexity for all classes of the problem as shown in Table 1. The
problem is trivial for one machine or one pallet. It is polynomial when K = 2,rn— 2, and it is
NP-hard in the strong sense when /^ > 3, m > 2, or when A^  > 2, ra > 3. When the constraint
of no-passing is imposed, the problem for m > 3, AT = 2 is NP-hard. The question of whether it
is NP-hard in the strong sense or in the ordinary sense remains open.
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